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“The Embassy of Cambodia” & The Burden of Empathy

A cursory Google search for “quotes about empathy” yields over ninety million results.

That is quite a bit of e-content to peruse and cull. Thankfully, no matter which entry the curious

Googler selects, she is bound to find some iteration of the same, ever-present sentiment: that

empathy begets empathy, which ultimately begets a happier, stronger, and more loving world.

Yet if, within those ninety million results, she were by some miracle to happen upon Zadie

Smith’s short story, “The Embassy of Cambodia,” she would discover a line of thought that is far

graver, and far less certain. Indeed, the 2013 story—which follows Fatou, an immigrant earning

her keep as a housemaid in the highly gentrified Willesden of Northwest London—seems to

suggest that expressions of empathy do not always give rise to positive, productive outcomes;

sometimes, in a world riven by social class, they leave only more hostility and suffering in their

wake.

One place in which empathy results in great hardship for Fatou is in the home of her

employers, the Derawals, a family of well-to-do immigrants for whom she feels no particular

affinity. One day, Fatou is tidying the room of the youngest Derawal child, Asma, when she

discovers that the girl is choking. After performing the Heimlich, thus dislodging the marble that

Asma has swallowed, Fatou consoles her with a hug (10). She later asks Mrs. Derawal how the

child is doing, to which the mother replies, “‘My goodness, it was just a little marble. … What a

fuss everybody is making’” (14). Instead of receiving gratitude for her life-saving act, Fatou is

met with trivializing brusqueness. Not only that, her altruism ends up costing her her job. The

reason, according to the vague Mrs. Derawal, is that Fatou “‘cares more about the children than
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the cleaning. … And that is of no use to [them]’” (18). One could spend an entire essay

unpacking the psychology behind Mrs. Derawal’s decision to fire Fatou, or the irony of Fatou’s

genuine indifference toward the children; but more relevant here is the fact that, through and

despite protecting her employers’ child from harm, Fatou has gained nothing and lost everything.

Tammy Amiel Houser addresses this darker side of benevolence in her article, “Zadie

Smith's NW: Unsettling the Promise of Empathy” (2017). Analyzing one of Smith’s longer

works, which is (quite literally) home to similar themes, Amiel Houser proposes that empathy

“develop[s] in a limited and unequal way,” in that it is reserved for some and withheld from

others (126). For this, Amiel Houser offers two possible explanations, either of which could be

used to describe the relationship between Fatou and the Derawals: 1) individuals fail to

empathize with those whom they deem dissimilar, or 2) individuals fail to empathize with those

whom they perceive to be similar but from whom they wish to dissociate (Ibid.). On the one

hand, the Derawals might legitimately believe that they are superior to Fatou when they refuse to

“look her in the eye” (Smith 14). After all, they are wealthy, with more than one business—not to

mention residence—to their name, while Fatou remains their unpaid housekeeper (Smith 3). On

the other hand, the Derawals’ treatment of Fatou might come from a place of hateful

identification. They, like her, are immigrants, separated only by those tenuous lines of station and

circumstance. Thus, “for vulnerable individuals,” Amiel Houser writes, the use of empathy “may

act as an overwhelming invasion,” forcing the acted upon to “destroy … [the dissociative]

boundaries” he or she has put in place (126). In that way, perhaps it is Fatou’s proximity to the

Derawals that feels intrusive, which brings them to a place of discomfort and thereby manifests

as unjust cruelty.
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Of course, one’s failure to return empathy is not the only obstacle standing in the way of

another’s ability to thrive; one might also suffer from a failure to accept empathy outright, as

Fatou does at the end of the story, once she’s lost her job. She is absentmindedly checking in to

the private pool where the Derawals are members—and which she has been patronizing without

their knowledge—when the girl at the front desk, who has always granted her entry, shows her a

glimmer of concern. “‘Weighed down a bit today,’” the girl observes, referring to all the

belongings that the now-homeless Fatou must carry (Smith 19). In response, Fatou “[does] not

smile;” and later, as Fatou exits the club, once again passing the desk, the narrator discerns that

Fatou is “unwilling to be grateful for [the girl’s] past favors,” for gratitude is “just another kind

of servitude. Better to make your own arrangements” (Ibid.). Fatou’s internal monologue, as

presented by the narrator, demonstrates that empathy is a currency more available to some

classes than others; and, as in any barter or trade, it demands like compensation—a likeness

which Fatou, beaten down by unemployment and alienation, cannot possibly cough up. As a

result, she refuses to acknowledge this employee’s graciousness. Aware of her own social

impoverishment, and loath to be in another’s debt, Fatou sees more freedom in getting through

life alone, unaided and unpitied. Yet any reader is bound to sense that there is hostile resignation

in such an attitude. There is an absence of fellowship, and so there is estrangement, and so there

is, invariably, suffering.

As noted above, Fatou’s story reaches us by way of a discerning narrator. What’s more,

this individual often employs collective language, like “we” and “our,” in an effort to represent

the larger body of Willesden. And although the “we” behaves as if invested in Fatou’s life, as if

concerned for its outcome, theirs is an empathy in vain, for it is passive, both felt and exhibited

at a remove. Indeed, in the story’s final paragraph, the narrator describes “many of us” noticing
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Fatou, who sits on the ground near her bags and observes what she can of a badminton match

over by the Embassy. “Naturally, we wondered what this girl was doing,” the narrator coolly

reports. “We worried for her. We tend to assume the worst, here in Willesden. We watched her

watching the shuttlecock. Pock, smash. Pock, smash” (Smith 19). Clipped and unemotional,

these lines suggest that the people of Willesden care about Fatou only as much as their particular

vantage points are willing to allow. They may all band together in support of “this girl;” after all,

they claim to be inclined to that sort of response, where they live. Curiously, though, none of

them gets so close as to even know her by name, a fact which ultimately renders their worrying

useless.

Aarthi Vadde sets forth a similar proposition in her book chapter, “ROOT CANALS:

Zadie Smith’s Scales of Injustice.” Focusing on the story’s use of the first person plural, Vadde

writes, “The phrasing evokes not just a collectivity but also a demos, which worries for Fatou

without making any gesture of inclusion or self-implication in her fate” (emphasis added) (191).

That is, despite their good intentions, the people fail to truly empathize with Fatou’s situation, to

place their lives in relation to hers and offer her their hand, either as anchor or apology. They

instead operate as mere bystanders, unmoved by the inequity and thus docile to its perpetuation.

But Smith, as Vadde points out, is not keen to stop there. She extends this notion of empathy, or

its essential lack thereof, to readers themselves. Vadde begins, “... the mise en abyme syntax” of

“‘we watched her watching the shuttlecock’ … signals to readers that we, one level above the

narrator, are yet another collectivity watching from a greater height” (196). Just as we can

condemn the demos of Willesden for its relative passivity in the face of Fatou’s suffering, so, too,

can Smith wag a finger at us, a demos of readers that hangs out an even farther distance away.

She shows us that we are bystanders as much as they, and perhaps more so, because our
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knowledge—our impetus for caring—is, unlike theirs, received secondhand, and never once

expressed. Therefore, no matter how compassionate we feel, Fatou will continue to suffer under

the weight of her station; and we, the academics, the New Yorker consumers, will continue to

perch somewhere above it, powerless to do anything but watch.

There is a silver lining here, however, and it’s perhaps one interpretation of what Smith

calls a “hopeful return” (19). We readers may not be able to reach down and touch Fatou, being

as socially and aesthetically removed from her as we are. We may not be able to transform our

concern for her into anything meaningful or practical. But there is inarguable value in reading

about her experience, if only from our lofty height; for reading demands that we engage and

appraise our own capacity for empathy, that we interrogate both its personal and universal limits.

If we recognize the ways in which our class biases intersect with our empathetic tendencies; if

we understand that empathy is more accessible to, and thus dispensable for, those with greater

means; and if we confront the fact that empathy and passivity are tied to rank and distance, we

can begin to attend to the knowledge we receive firsthand, in our own ninety million Willesdens,

and attend to it as best we can.
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